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Dumb Laws in Hawaii. In Hawaii you will be fined for riding in the back of a passenger car without a seatbelt,
however you can ride in the bed of a pickup truck with no safety equipment. You may only have one alcoholic
drink in front of you at a time. Billboards are outlawed.These 14 Crazy Laws In Hawaii Will Leave You
Scratching Your Head In Wonder. In America, we like to think that laws are created for a reason – but
sometimes there are laws that simply make no sense. From weird, irrelevant laws, to laws that serve no purpose,
these 14 crazy Hawaiian laws will make you wonder. 1) Billboards are outlawed.The World’s Best Collection
of Stupid Laws! ... Posted in Hawaii | 1 Comment. Bookmark the permalink. Surfers must express themselves
using a vocabulary of no more than one hundred words. Posted on by . ... In the past there was a law that
required children to obey all “lawful and moral” commands of their parents.Like the rest of the country, Hawaii
also has tons of laws that make no sense at all. In our last post, we shared with you the stupid laws in Georgia.
Itâ€™s time to discuss the dumb laws in Hawaii. So, letâ€™s get moving! In Hawaii, you will be fined for
riding in the back of a passenger car without a seatbelt.However, Hawaii and Alaska are similar in that both
possess a unique set of strange and dumb laws. In Anchorage, Alaska, there is a law specifically banning tying a
dog to the roof of a car. Perhaps this brings to mind a certain politician doing so a few years back cough Mitt
Romney cough.HAWAII FUNNY TOP-10 (Crazy laws & stuff) Hawaiians are not allowed to put pennies in
their ears. I wonder if this law was passed when Hawaii discovered that their coins were disappearing and they
knew not all of them were ending up in the slots in Las Vegas. Also Hawaiians were becoming hard of hearing.
There’s a rumor going around that magicians are starting a petition against this law.Weird Hawaii Laws It is
illegal to appear in public wearing only swimming trunks. It is illegal to own a mongoose without a permit.
Billboards are outlawed. All residents may be fined as a result of not owning a boat. Coins are not allowed to be
placed in one's ears. ...Hawaii Fun Facts, Funny Laws & Silly Stuff. Hawaii became a state in 1959 and is quite
different from every other state in the union. Here's one of the simplest Hawaii fun facts to get you started: this
state is made up entirely of islands so you can't really hop in the RV and drive from one end to the other during
your road trip plans.Not Many People Realize That These 15 Things Are Actually Illegal In Hawaii. From
outlawing activities that should be simple common sense to avoid, to laws that are clearly never enforced, these
15 laws in Hawaii will leave you scratching your head, wondering how exactly they came to be enacted.You
won't believe the crazy laws in the United States, Canada, and around the world. We have dumb laws in
California, New York, Florida...

